


Herb, ent inter 

It~trod~tction 
A piece of language in use or 'text' can be s t d r o m  t h e e  vmt- 

agc points. While aociologi~l, socio-li&c Or ~6yeh0108i~l 

approach will be interested in st&g the social uses of ( ~ a r f s  ol) the 
rcxf Or the nraematic actix&S of the speaker and interpretant accom- 
piinying i t ; p r & u ~ n  and recep!ion, a textual approach will be more 
interested jrr analysing its linguistico-pragmatic features such as the 
function(s) and message(s), and a linguistic approach will most prob- 
ably focus the description of form (grammar and lexk) and m-+- 

I tic ten. However, i t  is possible for a study of 'eflS (0 involve N o  or 
of [he approaches ahove. Igldeed Coulthard and Ashby (1976:72) have 
carlier argued that "an adequate understanding of language and soda1 
life must be based on an understanding of the different levels at which 
language is organized, and that the categories of sociological theories 
should be related to categories of linguistic description as well 
as directly to data." But, if the study intends to make any 
appreciable mark on lanmage studies within a very limited mace. 
,I better restrict itself to describ~ng from just one point of view. 
This study intends to adopt a textual approach.in describing the hnc- 
[ions (iae. the general communicative intentions or acts of speakers) in 
;~rpects of uses of Herbalist-Client (HC) texts in the field of Yoruba 
Traditional Medicine (yTM). Some basic categories of f ~ n c l i 0 ~  in 
language will first be listed and those functions that character& HC 
interaction will be specified and illustratedwith extracts and texts from 
data collected. 

Herbalist-Client I~lteraction in X M  
YTM represents an alternative source of medical practice to West- 

ern mediunc in Yorubaland and both mmplcmcat each other in mh- 
istering to the health problem of the Yoruba. In the Cross- cdfunS 
sociologid, saciomcdifal and medical-stuudiw on both kldr of me- 
dicine, it has been found that both have a lot of things in 00mm0q uhile . 
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? ISU have sc leyb~th have different ares of opcr- 
c.g. gene1 ~t&, psychiatry, orthopaedics, ob- 

slLu--s and gW,wlugy, CK.) ana also different speech encounters 
(drrtor- patient, doctor-doetor, doctor-trainee, etc.) which talre place 
in marked settings. They plso both involve transactional behaviour bc- 
heen  two major participants in them, i.e. the practitioner and a client. 
The relationship between these participants is oRen a positional rather 
than personal one and the tenor of communication between them is 
that of consultative interaction. Besides the above ~ocioIogicaI simi- 
larities, and several other ones, some differences can be identified with 
HC and Dactor- Patient (DP) encounters in YTM and Western me- 
dicine. For example, HC interaction still relies heavily on speech while 
DP interaction utilizes both speech and writing. Also, in an HC event 
the utilization of the scientific procedure ' still a t  i t c  r ~ ~ r t i r n ~ n t - n , e t - o m  

aq r.,-.:-:r-..Ld I."IU tenac~ously to Zeir beliefs in the power of 
magic, the supernatural and other spiritual forces. In contrast, DPcom- 
munication greatly depends on science and theparticipants value em- 
piricism in their operations. 

Just as there are sociological similarities and differences between 
HCand DP in YTM and Western medicines, there ought to be ]in&- 
tic and pragmalinguistic similarities and differences as well. But the 
language-oriented features have not yet been recognized due to the 
dearth of cross-linguistic studies on both fields. While a few (sod*) 
linguistic descriptions of discourses in medicine are available on West- 

-pdicine (cf. Coulthard and Ashb , 1976; Coleman a d Bur nn 
1985; van Naerssen, 1ra3; erc.,, tnert? 1s no sysrernarlc ?1ngursbcs- 
oriented description of discourses in YTM events. Yet, until the essen- 
tial descriptions are done in this respect, no reliable, linguistic 
,dmparisoll u n  be made between discourses in speech events in these 
two fields. This study, which is part of a wider project investigating 
some features of language use in HC interaction in YTM, identifies 
and describes the functions of texts collected from this interaction. The 
findings are expected to be of benefit to both Yoruba and linguistic 
studies because it presents functions which are universal and illustrates 
these with data derived from the Yoruba language. 

CIassificalions of Furictioris of Tats 
Previous attempts by scholars have shown some categories of func- 

tions which generally underlie individual uses of language (cf. Jacob- 
son, 1960; Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975; Searle, 1976; Dore, 1979; and 
Hymes 1986). Although the categories suggested share certain fun- 



.-nlar assumptions, the ~nurwuudl - .: well as the classifica- 
'% fir these terkr have a,wa$ been d i b -  :. - example, in his 
Fwqmatic model, Jacobson (1360:350-377) suggest- . *sgories in 
t c r m ~  of six situational factors of communication, thus ( s ~ -  Sell, 
'%a3) : 

essee: 
:xt : 
age: . 

Emotive/E3pressivelAffective 
Conative ' ; 
~ef~r~ntiaVCognitivcIDenotative 
Poetic 
Phatiflnteractbn Management 
Metalinguistic. 

Sipelair an, Ird (1975) mention such functions as informing, ' 

ie'qing >PI,-,.- checking, directing, etc. at different dcgrces of delicaq in 
--In --c.-- k4- {3976:27ff) lists five categories of func- 

tqs or 'a& as follows: representat~ves, dirccr~vcs, L~-=-;S=;VP~. ex- 
' 

P r w i v ~ s  and declaratives. Dore (1979:235ff.) lists his own six '.. 

ca!egories as requestives, assertives, performativcs, rcsponsives, regu- 
latlves and expressives. in all the suggestions above, the scholars have 
!'fundamental belief that there are certain situational factors affect- 
'"8 communication. They also hold the opinion that describing the 
gcRf!ra~ and relatively stable communicative functions of texts is of 

theoretical interest than describing the rather unstable individ- 
ual of texts. These belief and opinion are undoubtedly among the I 

. .- - 

"Lo"ePt mro;j ofgragalingujpjc studies or tens R1m' L"Fru 

.? jb Len a ~g Dr ble in ttlcbr.  SIUC~ICS concerning the need to dis- 
[Inguish between what exactly arc the general funciions of texts and 
what are the individual uses which the functions activate in individual 
texls. 

while tY study does not reject the theoretical framewark within 
the different suggestions above have been made, it emphasires ''Q need torecognise thcexistence ofcertain categories within the level 

Of sltuotion for more explicit descriptions of texts. If one relies on the 
CarV''lricj of situation listed by Hymes (1972), one could see the '"; ) i l t i l i ~ y  of isolating such categories as setting and scene, par- 
["lpants, ends (or uses) act (function) sequence, key, nomu and 

etc. for description and relation to data. Concerning the fea- 
tures Of me, one should recognize the pragmatic p w p e ( s )  which 
C k r ~  linglc text is intended to serve; e.g. entertaaLning, greeting, 
Pr~mhing, educating, annoying, diagnosing, healing, expr-bve, 
hatred, desire, pain, etc Laly,  the user of a text can be ducnhed in 
ruspect of the functions of the text since it is the functions which pro- 
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ject these user .., ,.,.. Aten  can educate or greet or annoy by utiliz- 
ing or failing to u l w  dny. some or all of a set of functions pnscnted 
bJow. The ategories of funclions presented arc five in number and 
bey are selected acres the V ~ O U  suggestions made earlier in this 
scction. Here are the categories: 

a. the 'informative' function represents all the informa- 
tion (literal and non-literal) content oia tea, whether 
such information is 'given' or 'new', reques~ed, as- 
serted or suggested; 

b. the'directiveP function underlies calling the attention 
eta ld-qrer 0, requiring him to carry out a requcst or 
non-verbal 

C. the'+express~ve' f ~ ~ w + i ~ ~  the expression of 
emotions or attitudes ot I+ speaker of a text; 

d. the 'a sthetic' function is a fun~ki~n  upgraded lrom 
, . the sit ational component of 'key' (hyvcs, 1972) or \ 

mode o'f a text, and it is relevant when the mode of 
Prt~ont*tion stands out in a text; 

e. the'phatic' (or 'r~tualizod* - cf. Akinnaso, 1985) scr- 
ves mainly to establish social contact or I dppt,rt IX- 

. ). tween a speaker or hearer. 
The above categories provide the basic terms for describing the func- 
tions of texts. They can occur severally or together in texts. But when 
they occur together, they acquire statuses as primary, secondary and 
subsldlary runctlons accoralng to their prominence or significance in 
the texts. Meanwhile, the data base and procedure of analysis of the 
functions of HC texts are stated below. 

:Dora Base and Analytical Procedure 
The data used for illustration in this study represent relevant exam- 

ples from the analysis of over fifty texts derived from three main sour- 
ces: tape-recording plus dircct observation of natural HC encounters; 
recitation of texts duringoral interviewswith herbalists; andrecordings 
of conversations in HC encounters from television plays. Majority of 
the examples come from the two samples provided in the appendix of 
'this study. a he data providesby these textsare, however, supplemented 
by m a d s  drawn from relevant texts which cannot be provided fully 
here; In all, the illustrations and 'rc'fercnces give a fair representation 
of features of fundions of language in HC texts in YTM. 

The hrndions of the above t a t s  are d c s c r i i  in terms of identifying 



C .,,cir categqriss, occurrences and statuses in the texts. Tho categories 
" are identified in terms of linguistic features in aspects of the texts. By 

'aspcctl here is meant the linguistic representation of uses of texts. An 
aspcct refers to a part or whole of a text which corresponds to a spe- 
cific use ar set of uses. Each aspect also provides the domain of occur- 
rcnccs of functions and of statuses of these functions. A domain must 
havc a[ least one primary function among others, dependingon the sig- 
nificancc of such a function or functions. It can have primary and sec- 
ond.try functions or a subsidiary function. A subsidiary function is 
locatcd only in an aspect that is peripheral to the goal of a transadion. 
The loliility of functions in a ten  defines each tcxt, while the general 
trcncl or occurrences of functions and of statuses of functions of all ob- 
scr~cd rcxts define the HC texts. 

C..o~~l~,liitlicati~~e Frutc!ions of HC Texts it1 YTM 
I n  it rcccnt study of aspects of pragmatic uses of HC texts in YTM 

practicc (see Adegbite, mimeo) five aspects are identified: the pre-di- 
:iznos,ik, diagnostic, divinatory> medicating and post-medicating as- 
~ C L . I S .  I.wo of theseaspccts,viz. thcprc-diagnostic andpost-medicating 
aspccls which represent greetings, exclamations, exchange of pleasan- 
tries and expressions of goodwill, are considered as minor aspects in 
the tcxts bccausc they are peripheral to the YTM business. They only 
intrducc and close the transaction. The remaining three aspects are 
~ h c  major aspects of HC texts because they define the main events in 
the YTM encounter which are the diagnosis and treatment of diseases. 
Thc diffcicnt statuses of the aspects above notwithstanding, everyone 
of thcni is projected by certain functions. And i t  is of course natural to 
expect that the statuses of the different aspects will rcflect in their re- 
spectivc (sets of) functions. Thus, the functions in a minor aspect can- 
not be very significant in a text as those in a major aspect will be. SO, 
also, a primary function in a minor aspect may not be recognized as im- 
portant in the text as a secondary function in a major aspect. In short, 
minor functions are peripheral to HC texts irrespective of their statuses 
while major functions are central to them. I 

771e funcfiotts in a diagnostic aspcct 
The main underlying function of a diagnostic aspect is the infonna- 

tive function. Each aspect of diagnosis at the macro- level represents 
an exchange of information in terms of requesting for them or supply- 
ing them (see, for example, Text 1, fines 424 and Text 2, Tins 5-9 

t 

in the appendix). In the fnst example, a herbalist seeksinformation about 
the state of health of a client's father and the symptoms of hislillney 

. , 
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while hii tlicnts try to Mvide  as muchlkormation as they &n give to ' 
the herbalist. In thesecond example, both the priest and client exchange 
information in form of requests, answers and assurances, e.g.: 

1. ~abal iwo:  . . . $6 C sii o? 0 tqjq mtta. 
Aliisln: Baba, tyin ni mo wB rZ. 
Babaldwo: C le! 
~ l a i s i n :  rQ ara mi ma ni 0. Gbogbo $ li, wi  su mi gbPa. 
Babalawo: bbopbo aye 16 rnl se . . (Text 2, Lines 5-9) 

. Priest: . . . Hopc there's no problem? . . . 
'Client:  ath her, it's you I've come to see. 
Priest: Hope it's nothing serious? 
Client: It's about my whole lie. It's very hopeless and 

I'm tired of it all. 
It's happening to everybody like that. 

The example given above is representative of the kind of interacticm 
between a herbalist and a client in an HC encounter. 

77te furtctioru it1 a divitlafoty aspect 
Unlike the diagnostic aspect whose underlying functions seem 

straightforward to recognize, the functionsin a divinatory aspect are a 
bit complex The aspect of divination have functions that are primary 
and Jecondary. 

The primary function in a divinatory aspect is also the informative 
function. This function is projected in the aspect by the usual narration 
of one or more mythological events which predict the source(s) and 
nature of the present predicament of the client of a divination priest 
(cf.Abimbola, 1976 and Olatunji, 1984). The client is informed by the 
narration which represe;lts the experienceof acharacter (or somechar- 
acters) who has a similar problem to the client's. The protagonist's cx- 
perience then serves to encourage the client that there is already a 
precedent to his problem and that all the client requires toget his prob- 
lem solved is to perform actions similar to those of the obedient pro- 
tagonist of the story. For example, the information expressed by thc 
divinatory aspect of Text 2 (Lines 12-42) assures the client against his 
hopelessness by telling him that his problem will be solved if he can ap- 

I pease his ori (personal god). 
I In addition to the primary function above, the divinatory aspect may 

also contain three other secondary fundions the aesthetic, expressive 
and, sometimes, directive functions. All these three functions, espe- 
cially the first two, mrmally characterize divinatory texts and they are 
expected to occur wherever the texts are located. The aesthetic func- 
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tion represents the sourdo of verbal mystery and entertainmet 
8 

YTM divinatory text, and it is able to achieve this d u e  via some non- 
mfrfqrin nl e& nh 

structural and structural devices such as fictionalization of characters 
Le m bQ wa 'kQl6.ayd 

and events, symbolism, and other features of the poetic structure like 
Il? n p" $yin j r t t r i n  o 

structural paralei~srn and repetition, tonal patterning, imagery and 
regularity of rl~ythnl (cf., especially, Abimbola, 1976; Akinmso; 1982 

Ke mh be0- Agadamo lya is the name the baby is-called 
Elefufutiemi is the name of pregnancy 

and Olatunji, 19%). 
The expressive function underlies the use of language in vocatives, 

Panpasigidi is what the placenta is called 
Eda gboo is the name of the amniotic fluid 

citations or invocations which usually characterize the openings of di- 
vinatory texts. The representation of this function may be very brief, as , All the four of you got prepared in heaven 

in when a prjcst of Ira merely expresses his attitude during the perfor- ' 
And started coming to earth 

mance of divination, or extensive, as in when the names and qualities 
Come quickly now 
The earth is calling all four of youcome down. 

, of divinities and objects are invoked. See the examples below: 
/ / / .  

2. Aaa, Ire ni! 
AA, o kare! 
Aah, it's good luck! 
Yees, that's good of you! 

3. If6 
Flerii ipln. 
Iw6j.jo ~ @ n  o g y  o 
$fin qpQn bun Q1Qkanran:pth . . . etc. 
Ifa, t 

The witness at the sharing of destinies 
The front of the divination tray, you hear 
The back of the tray and the Olokanran on the right 
. .. etc. 

The extent of such representations as are given above is further deter- 
mined by other factors ranging from the circumstances of the divina- 
tion to the nature of the Odli (configuration) that appears on the 
divination board or chain and also the attitude of the diviner (see also 
Text 5 Lines 12-14). 

Lastly, the diredive function may be performed by divinatory texts 
that do have an incantatory content in them, ie.Ayajo texts (cf. Olatun- 
j i ,  1984). The exponent of this function is an utterance or set of utter- 
ances which expresses a wish based on a series of forceful assertions 
from which it derives its potency. Consider the utterances in Linw 7-9 ' 
of the example below, , 

1 ntefirncfions in medicatit~g aspects 
The functions of texts in the three types of medicating aspects - 

prescriptive, incantatory and supplicatory aspects - are recognised 
along two directions. In the prescriptive asp& both the informative 
and directive function3 are significant since they are emphasized in it. 
Prescriptive aspects of HC texts always require the clients of herbal- 
ists to carry out certain directives that are given by herbalists in order 
to treat an illness. Such directives do.normally inform clients about 
what actions to perform or desist from performing and what objects . 

(herbs, ointment, powder, etc.) to seek for, prepare, apply, drink or 
bathe with or rub on the body, etc. (seeText 1, Lines 26-33 and Text 2, 
Lines 43-44). 

In the incantatory and supplicatory aspects, however, about four 
functions - informative, directive, aesthetic and expressive - are,sig- 
nificant at the primary and secondary levels. At the primary level of the 
aspects arc the directive and informative functions which underlie the 
mild and subtle requests in supplications or the often forceful and ag- 
gressive expression of wishes in incantations, e.g.: 

5. Ki IPgbAj6 n6A 6 m6 kh ii 
K6 mQ ran 
K6 mQ sbfb 
K6 jiyt re, Qrfinm11~ AjAnA 
Let so and so too not die 
Let him not fall sick 
Let him not suffer loss 
Let him reap the fruits of his labour, Oruamila Ajana 

6. Bi ejb b3 kAki, Se 16 6 hl 
Bi ejb b6 k6, b6 b6 I$@, @ 16 dM 
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Kd ma a td nisinsinyx 
When a snake coils, it later uncoils itself 
When a snake coils and twists, it 
The stomachache that is troubling so and SO 

Should subside now. 

In the two extracts fromtexts ~resented. above, relevant agents or 
forces arc summoned and directed or requested to help carry out the 
enchanter's wish to solving a problem. 

The aesthetic and expressive functions characterizing YTM incan- 
tations at the secondary level can be likened to the characteristic of 
these two functions in divinatory texts. Like divinatory texts, aesthetic 
and expressive features are inherent properties of incantatory texts and 
they rnanifcst themselves in the non-structural and structural devices 
in the texts. 

i7te F~tnctions of rfre nlirror aspects of HC terts 
Not all the functions that characterize aspects of HC texts are sig- 

nificant features of the texts. For instance, one can further identify the 
phatic function which is very common in the tens but which does not 
underlie any major uses of the texts. As it were, features representing 
the phatic function are peripheral to HC texts as they can be found in 
the pre-diagnostic and post- medicating aspects at the opening sand 
closings of the texts (see Text 1, Lines 1-2 and Text 2, Lines 1-4 and 55- 
57). 

While the phatic function prepares the ground for a cordial atmos- 
phere in a normal HC interaction, ria greetings, it is the expressive 
function that is again utilized in summoning herbalists at the pre-diag- 
nostic stage of an emergency case handled in YTM. The expressive 
function here represents outbursts of emotions and attitudes of clients 
or relations of clients who are in some kind of dilemma or harrowing 
state of predicament and who will seek the prompt attention of herbal- 
ists than afford the 'luxury' of exchanging preliminary pleasantries. The 
extract below provides a good illustration of the expressive function in 
a pre-diagnostic aspect. 

7. qkanrin kan: (Sart 9 1 6  *lG ~ m p  l$wQ) Baba, p &&mi! 
BabalAwo: Kf 16 dt?  Ki 16 dC? 
Client: (Runs in carrying child in his . . . ) Fatbei, help 

me! . 
Priest: What's wrong? What's wrong? 

A- 
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Conclusion 

1. . < ':., ,. ?'~r.;,:h a 4,- ::. , ,.;. : 
In identifjing the different firictfons fn ihe gspects of HC texts above. 

certain useful observations havz been made as-follows: 

a. that the primary function in a diagnostic aspect is the 
informative function; 

b. that the primary function in a divinatory aspect is also 
the informative function; 

c. that'the primary functions in a medicating aspect arc 
the directive-and informative functions; 

d. that there aresecondary functions performed in a di- 
vinato3 aspect, in addition to the primary informa- 
tive function, viz. aesthetic, expressive and directive 
function(thedirective function is included when there 
are incantations in the aspect); 

e. that the aesthetic and expressive functions are nor- 
mally present as second9  functions when there,are 
incantations in an aspect; 

f. that the phatic function is peripheral to an HC text 
(even though it is very common) and is thus not a sig- 
nificant function in it. 

The above submissions thus imply that the informative function is the 
most productive (in the ordinary sense of the word) function in an HC 
text. They also imply that the directive function will always be present 
in the text, in so far as the medicating aspect is obligatory in it. Lastly 
they imply that the presence or absence of secondary functions in the 
text will depend on whether there are divinatory or incantatory as- 
pects in it. 

All the above implications can finally lead us to formulate a hypo- 
thesis in respect of the majorand minor co-functions of HC texts, thus: 

For every HC text in YTM, two functions - the informative and 
directive - are obligatory, while two - aesthetic and expressive 
- are optional. The obligatory functions are the primary, while 
the optional ones are the secondary functions. The phatic func- 
tion is always present as a subsidiary function in the text. Com- 
pare the formula: PE + I.(A)(E) D + P. 

WALE ADEGBITE, 
Depomnurl ofEnglish hguage, 
Obcrfemi Awdow Unkrkity, 
IIe-Ife. 
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And they should go to Orisa (Obatala) 
They should go and changc thcir bad ori (dcs- 

5 
tiny) 
They got to Orisa 
Orisa said he doesn't rcpair destiny twice 
He said they should go 111 Eclu's (Orunmila's) 20 

place 
They got to Orunmila 
They asked him to savc thcrn. 
They said he should help m;,kc t hcir destinies 
bettcr. 
Hcthcnbrought out hisclivin:ition inctrumcnts 
He performed the divin~ttion 25 

Wham! 
Oyeku 
Papenose 
Ah ah 
He said he would rcpair thcir ill luck 
So hc gathercd his divination ni;t~crials 30 

He performed sacrifices for them 
He made the essential appcasernent on their 
behalf. 
And their destinies began to turn better 
All cases of ill luck 
It is Orunmila who used to repair them 
They sang "Tonrisc ooo 35 

It's Tonrise (One who repairs destinies) I'U 
worship 
The god who repairs dcstinies 
Efufulelee, it's Tonrise I'll worship 
The god who repairs destinies. 40 

Orunmila, the one who rcpairs dcstinies. 
(To Client) You'll have to make somc sacrifices. Ifa says 

you'll sacrifice to you dcsriny (personal god). 
Ifa says you'll make profit in your business. Ifa 
says there are no more problems for you. 

Client: That's exactly it. I now make poor returns in 
my market. If I . . . 

Priest: Ifa has seen everything. We shall make some 45 
sacrifices, and it will cost you twenty naira. OF 
will you buy the ingredients yourself! 

The &&this of h n h a g e  in Some Texts of Yoruba lhditiortal 59 
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Client: 
Priest: ' " 

Client: 
Priest: 

Client: 
Priest: 
Client: 
Priest: 

'Is it tweaty naira. Here you are. 
Will you have time tocome tomorrow? 1'11 have 
got the items for sacrifice ready 
By what time? 50 
Em. . . in the afternoon. . . What about in the 
evening? 
1'11 come between five and six. 
That's all right. 1'11 bc cxpccting you. Bye. 
Thank you very much sir. Rye. 55 
May Orunmila give us his support. 

I Notes 

1 .  This paper is a revision of an earlier one presented at the Conference of 
Languages, Linguistics and Literatures held from 29th August to 1st 
September 1988 at the Lagos State University, Lagos. 

2. Note here that the aspect of divination, whenever it occurs in HC inter- 
action represents a.specia1 form of diagnosis, although it almost always 
suggests the remedy for a problem. The divinatory aspect is optional in 
HC texts unlike the diagnositc and medicating aspects which are obliga- 
tory. In fact, the art of divination is not peculiar to YTM; but i t  relates 
to all aspects of Yoruba life. Thus whiIe diviners may serve as herbalists, 
they also perform other priestly duties unrelated to medical healing. 
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